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 Loss of Iridium 33Loss of Iridium 33

 ISS Astronauts SeekISS Astronauts Seek
Emergency ShelterEmergency Shelter

Space Assets at RiskSpace Assets at Risk

10-m target
37-m target

 ISS, Shuttle DebrisISS, Shuttle Debris
ManeuversManeuvers

 Shuttle Debris AlertShuttle Debris Alert

108-m target



 Piggyback free launch to nearly any orbit, selfPiggyback free launch to nearly any orbit, self--deployingdeploying

 Maneuverable over all LEO, any inclinationManeuverable over all LEO, any inclination

 Propellantless, for virtually unlimited deltaPropellantless, for virtually unlimited delta--VV

 Reusable, each capable of removing many targetsReusable, each capable of removing many targets

The PracticalThe Practical EDDEEDDE VehicleVehicle

 Reusable, each capable of removing many targetsReusable, each capable of removing many targets

 Simple debris capture, with lightweight nets or grapplerSimple debris capture, with lightweight nets or grappler

 One can do 136 US sunOne can do 136 US sun--synch objects (68 tons) in <3 yrssynch objects (68 tons) in <3 yrs



Propellantless PropulsionPropellantless Propulsion

A motor/generator in space:
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Operational EnvelopeOperational Envelope

Elliptical orbits to
GTO and beyond

Fast plane changes at
~400 km altitude
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Compact Piggyback PackageCompact Piggyback Package

Mini-
ESPA on

 EDDE can fitit insideinside ESPA ringESPA ring
on Atlas 5, Delta 4, or Falconon Atlas 5, Delta 4, or Falcon

 Hence need not “use up” anyHence need not “use up” any
secondary payload slotssecondary payload slots

 Deploys after primary payload;Deploys after primary payload;
can distribute ESPA payloadscan distribute ESPA payloads

ESPA on
Falcon 1

ESPA on
Atlas V

can distribute ESPA payloadscan distribute ESPA payloads



Component Flight History Sources

Conductor/Deployer Tether/Deployer flights TAI, STAR, Inc.

on PMG/SEDS-1,-2/TiPS

HC Emitters, Xenon Flown multiple times EPL

Low Cost/Risk ComponentsLow Cost/Risk Components

1-Axis Solar Arrays “ United Solar

Satellite Bus “ Surrey, AeroAstro, etc.

Flight Computer “ Spectrum Astro, etc.

Instrumentation “ COTS cameras, etc.



 Chemical Rockets (83% fuel, Isp = 320 sec)Chemical Rockets (83% fuel, Isp = 320 sec)

 175 tons launch mass for reentry ($857M on Falcon 9)175 tons launch mass for reentry ($857M on Falcon 9)

 100 tons for100 tons for <<25 year orbit life ($490M on Falcon 9)25 year orbit life ($490M on Falcon 9)

EDDEEDDE is Low Costis Low Cost
Remove the 2088 heaviest debris objects (1902 tons)
Options: <25-year-life; drag below ISS; or re-enter

 Xenon Ion Rockets (67% fuel, Isp = 3000 sec)Xenon Ion Rockets (67% fuel, Isp = 3000 sec)

 30 tons launch mass to drag below ISS ($147M launch)30 tons launch mass to drag below ISS ($147M launch)

 Thrust too low to allow targeted reentryThrust too low to allow targeted reentry

 EDDEEDDE (0% fuel, “equivalent Isp”(0% fuel, “equivalent Isp” >>50,000 sec)50,000 sec)

 1010 EDDEEDDE ’s are just 1 ton of free piggybacks to’s are just 1 ton of free piggybacks to anyany orbitorbit



 Remove large, dangerous debris withRemove large, dangerous debris with EDDEEDDE vehiclesvehicles

 Start with large rocket bodies, to prevent large debrisStart with large rocket bodies, to prevent large debris
collisions and debris population “runaway”collisions and debris population “runaway”

Debris Removal StrategyDebris Removal Strategy

 DeDe--orbit small debris with groundorbit small debris with ground--based lasersbased lasers

 Start with smallest, 1Start with smallest, 1--10 cm sizes, with highest risk to10 cm sizes, with highest risk to
manned vehicles and the International Space Stationmanned vehicles and the International Space Station

 EDDEEDDE vehicles and groundvehicles and ground--based lasers can makebased lasers can make
LEO safe from debris by 2030LEO safe from debris by 2030



Debris Cluster TargetsDebris Cluster Targets
 81-83o incl: 739 objects, 817 tons, >97% Russian

 69.9-74.1o: 644 objects, 480 tons, >95% Russian

 96-103o incl: 316 objects, 322 tons:

US: 155 objects, 85 tons
US allies: 80 objects, 85 tons

Best early

targetsUS allies: 80 objects, 85 tons
Russia: 42 objects, 93 tons
China: 39 objects, 59 tons

 Other incl: 389 objects, 282 tons:

US: 218 objects, 105 tons
Russia: 126 objects, 159 tons
Other: 45 objects, 18 tons

Debris only:

Mass >25 kg

Alt <2000 km

2088 objects

1901 tons, vs

~6 tons <25kg
Feb 1, 2009

targets



 NASA/Nicholas Johnson study recommendsNASA/Nicholas Johnson study recommends
removingremoving 2 large items per year2 large items per year (and said 5(and said 5
might be possible in an aggressive program)might be possible in an aggressive program)

 EachEach EDDEEDDE should be able to removeshould be able to remove 5050
large items per yearlarge items per year (next chart shows(next chart shows

EDDE ExceedsEDDE Exceeds ExpectationsExpectations

large items per yearlarge items per year (next chart shows(next chart shows
impact)impact)

EDDE solar array deployment



EDDEEDDE is Extremely Effectiveis Extremely Effective

Non-mitigation
ADR: 5 per year, start in 2020
ADR, 10 per year, “ “
ADR, 20 per year, “ “
EDDE, 500 per year, “ 2013

(ADR = Active Debris Remediation)

After Liou and Johnson, Acta Astronautica 2008

EDDE (Test 1, then launch ~10)



 Launch individual deboost device with each satelliteLaunch individual deboost device with each satellite

 Expensive even if all that is needed is extra propellantExpensive even if all that is needed is extra propellant

 Other examples are drag sails and “Terminator TethersOther examples are drag sails and “Terminator Tethers®®””

 Significant upSignificant up--front costs, with unknown longfront costs, with unknown long--term reliabilityterm reliability

 Does not handle existing dead satellites or upper stages

Expensive AlternativesExpensive Alternatives

 Does not handle existing dead satellites or upper stages

 Use rockets to capture and attach deboost devicesUse rockets to capture and attach deboost devices

 Must launch huge propellant masses to deboost 1900 tonsMust launch huge propellant masses to deboost 1900 tons

 Must attach devices, and control attitude during deboostMust attach devices, and control attitude during deboost

 Dedicated launch for each target,Dedicated launch for each target, oror large inlarge in--orbitorbit DDVsVs

 Operations are complex and cost is very high



 Piggyback launch ofPiggyback launch of EDDEEDDE to any LEOto any LEO >>400 km400 km

 Capture debris during passes near North Pole,Capture debris during passes near North Pole,
under positive realunder positive real--time ground control in UStime ground control in US

EDDEEDDE Concept of OperationsConcept of Operations
(CONOPS)(CONOPS)

 Use highUse high--latitude ground stations at Fairbankslatitude ground stations at Fairbanks
(65N, 148W) and(65N, 148W) and KirunaKiruna Sweden (68N, 20E)Sweden (68N, 20E)

 Additional ground stations in Australia, Maui,Additional ground stations in Australia, Maui,
California, South Carolina, and SpainCalifornia, South Carolina, and Spain

 LowLow--gain Sgain S--band antenna enough on spacecraftband antenna enough on spacecraft



TSSTSS--11 NASA/MartinNASA/Martin Deployer FailedDeployer Failed

ATExATEx NRL Deployer FailedNRL Deployer Failed

MASTMAST TUI Deployer FailedTUI Deployer Failed

But,

PMGPMG STAR/TAI Deployer SucceededSTAR/TAI Deployer Succeeded

Space Tether DeploymentsSpace Tether Deployments

PMGPMG STAR/TAI Deployer SucceededSTAR/TAI Deployer Succeeded

SEDS 1SEDS 1 STAR/TAI Deployer SucceededSTAR/TAI Deployer Succeeded

SEDS 2SEDS 2 STAR/TAI Deployer SucceededSTAR/TAI Deployer Succeeded

TiPSTiPS STAR/TAI Deployer SucceededSTAR/TAI Deployer Succeeded

We are 4 for 4 in Space Tether Deployment Success



SEDS-1, March 1993
- Deployed 20 km braided Spectra tether
- Slung 26 kg mass into controlled reentry

PMG (Plasma Motor Generator), June 1993
- Demonstrated motor and generator operation
- Conducting tether with RD3-like operation

Our 4Our 4--forfor--4 Flight Record4 Flight Record

SEDS-2, March—May 1994
- Deployed 20 km braided Spectra tether
- Accurate deployment to stable position

TiPS, June 1996—
- Libration damped out over several months
- 2 mm x 4 km tether OK for 10 yrs/2 billion mi.



ConclusionsConclusions

 Space debris is an immediate threat to LEOSpace debris is an immediate threat to LEO

 EDDEEDDE is the only viable solution: compact, lowis the only viable solution: compact, low--
cost, and ready to gocost, and ready to go

 EDDEEDDE can drag debris into shortcan drag debris into short--lived orbitslived orbits forfor
quick requick re--entryentry

 EDDEEDDE can protect people and assets in LEOcan protect people and assets in LEO

 EDDEEDDE can make space the safe, common heritagecan make space the safe, common heritage
of mankindof mankind


